Firefly F1, FR1, NF1
For Prepar3D v4
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Background

The Fairey Firefly was originally designed to fill specification 8/39 for
a two seat, single engine, front gun fighter for the Fleet Air Arm,
broadly to replace the Fulmar which was about to enter service as a
rush measure. Subsequent experience led to an update to the
requirement to specification 5/40 which refined the details.
Due to other demands on Fairey, notably the Barracuda, the first
Firefly F1s weren’t delivered until March 1943, with 1770 forming as
the first operational squadron in July 1944. 1770 was soon in action
taking part in the pre-D-Day attacks on the Tirpitz. Subsequent
operations would see 1770, 1771, and 1772 operating in the Indian
and Pacific Oceans with Fireflies being the first British built combat
aircraft to fly over the Japanese islands.
Towards the end of the war the radar equipped FR.1 and NF.1 were
introduced, the former using it for armed reconnaissance, the later
for night interception. Both arrived in the Pacific too late to take
part in combat but were busy throughout the region up to the
outbreak of the Korean War when 827 squadron took part in the first
air strike of the war with its F.1 and FR.1 aircraft.
The Mk1 Fireflies were also operated by the Canadian, Netherlands,
and Thai Navies as well as the Ethiopian Air Force and the Thai Air
Force after an abortive coup attempt led to combat aircraft being
removed from the Navy!
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Versions

F1 1770 NAS, HMS INDEFATIGABLE, Jan 1945

F1 1772 NAS, HMS INDEFATIGABLE, July 1945
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F1 860 NAS RNlN 1946

Early F1 1770 NAS, HMS IMPLACABLE, 1944
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FR1 814 NAS, HMS VENERABLE, 1946

FR1 826 NAS RCN 1947
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FR1 827 NAS, HMS TRIUMPH, 1950

FR1 Ethiopian Air Force 1950
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FR1 Thai Navy 1950

NF1 812 NAS ‘Black Flight’ HMS OCEAN, 1949
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Systems
Fuel
Fuel is carried in three tanks, the main in the fuselage between the two
cockpits and one in each wing root. Capacities are as follows:

Main

-

145.5 imp gal.

Wing tanks -

23 imp gal. (46 imp gal. total)

Total

191.5 imp gal.

-

A drop tank of 90 imp gallons can be carried under each wing. Fuel is
automatically transferred from the drop tanks to the main by air pressure from
the engine vacuum pump exhaust. Consequently, the main tank fuel gauge
will show full until the drop tanks are exhausted.
A three-position cock on the left-hand side of the instrument panel is marked
OFF, MAIN TANK and WING TANKS. A selector switch below the fuel gauges
allows section of the Port or Starboard wing tanks.
Fuel contents gauges for the wing and main tank are fitted in the centre of the
instrument panel. Two warning lights are fitted below the gauges which
illuminate to show low fuel pressure at the carburettor (CARB PRESS) or when
the selected fuel tank is empty (FUEL PRESS).
A K40 priming pump on the right-hand side of the instrument panel is used
prior to engine start.

Electrical
Power is provided by an engine mounted generator, the switch for this is on
the right-hand cockpit wall instrument panel, together with a voltmeter. A
warning light next to the voltmeter illuminates when the generator is not
providing an output.
The battery switch is to the right of the pilot’s seat. It is marked FLIGHTGROUND to replicate the real aircraft, in which the battery always remained
connected to the generator while the GROUND position isolated it from all
other electrical circuits. In P3D the FLIGHT position turns the battery on.
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Aircraft Controls
Conventional flying controls are fitted.
Trimming is done using the column of controls to the left of the pilot, with
rudder trim at the top, elevator trim using the large wheel on the side, and
aileron trim the smaller wheel at the bottom.
Undercarriage is controlled using the right-hand lever on the left-hand side of
the instrument panel. A conventional indicator is also on the left-hand side of
the instrument panel, it may be dimmed via the central knob for night flying.
The Tailhook lever is to the left of the undercarriage lever. An indicator light is
on the left-hand bottom corner of the instrument panel and illuminates as the
hook nears the lower limit of travel.
Flaps control is by means of a lever on the left-hand cockpit wall, it has four
positions:
HOUSED

-

Lever fully up

CRUISING

-

Lever at first gate

TAKE-OFF

-

Lever in second gate

LAND

-

Lever fully down

Note, with the flaps lever at CRUISING the flaps are in position for maximum
manoeuvrability and this setting should not be used for normal cruising.

Engine Controls
The throttle lever is in a quadrant on the left-hand side of the aircraft. All but
the earliest Fireflies had automatic mixture control therefore no manual
control was provided. An economical mixture is achieved with boost settings
below +7lb/sq.in.
Propeller speed control is on the inboard side of the throttle quadrant and
varies engine RPM between 1800 and 2750 RPM. Clicking on the RPM gauge
will set 2400 RPM which is the typical setting away from the circuit.
A two-way switch forward of the throttle controls the supercharger gear, the
change from moderate (MOD) to FULL gear should be made as the full throttle
boost falls below +5lb/sq.in.
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Carburettor heat control is on the lower right-hand side of the instrument
panel. It should be pulled to direct hot air to the carburettor air intake.
Starting controls are on the right-hand side of the instrument panel. The
guarded engine start push button is above the radiator temperature gauge. To
its right is the index control to load a new starter cartridge into the breech.

Operational Controls
The Landing Lamp switch is on the panel forward of the throttle quadrant.
Navigation and Formation Resin Lights are controlled by switches on the righthand cockpit wall panel.
Cockpit lighting is by UV lights to activate luminescent paint on the gauges.
The control is next to the Formation Lights switch. Alternative red
floodlighting can be turned on via the switch below the canopy handle on the
forward right-hand side of the cockpit. Floodlight brightness can be controlled
via the knob on the right-hand side of the main instrument panel1.
Gunsight. The Reflector Gunsight in the F.1 is activated by the switch above
the Landing Light switch. The Gyro Gunsight in the FR.1 and NF.1 is controlled
by a switch on the panel above the throttle quadrant, and the combined
brightness/mode control forward of that.

Luminescent lighting

1

Currently this is not reflected on the external model due to an export issue. Once rectified an update will be
released.
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Handling
Maintenance of Centre of Gravity
In order to maintain the CoG ballast of 200lb should be placed in the rear
cockpit when it is unoccupied.
To maintain CoG the wing tanks should be kept full until 30 imp gal. have been
used from the main tank. Once this point has been reached (107 imp gal.
indicated) the wing tanks should be drained in turn, switching when the FUEL
PRESS lamp illuminates and then back to the main tank after both wing tanks
are empty.
When operating with drop tanks the wing tanks should be drained when the
main tank starts to indicate a steady drop in contents.
Pre-Start
Magnetos

-

Off

GROUND/FLIGHT

-

FLIGHT

Undercarriage

-

Lever down, three greens.

Generator

-

ON

Controls

-

Full and Free

Fuel Cock

-

MAIN TANK

Throttle

-

½” open

Prop Speed Control

-

Fully forward

Supercharger

-

Mod

Carb air-intake

-

COLD AIR

Engine Primer

-

2 – 5 pumps

Starter Button

-

Press

Start

Engine should stabilise at ~1200 RPM. In the event of a failed start pull the
index control to load a new starter cartridge and re-prime the engine.
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Post Start
Temps and Pressures

-

Check rising and in limits

Oil Temp

-

+15°C

Coolant

-

+40°C

Parking Brake

-

Check ON

Throttle

-

Open to 0 lb/sq. in. Boost

Generator

-

Charging

Propeller Speed Control -

Fully exercise across its range

Supercharger

-

FULL check RPM drop

Supercharger

-

MOD check RPM regains

Magnetos

-

Off in turn, check for RPM drop

Throttle

-

Closed before brake release

Trim

-

All Neutral

Carb air-intake

-

COLD

Pre-Take Off

Propeller Speed Control -

Fully forward

Fuel Cock

-

MAIN TANK

Flaps

-

TAKE-OFF

Take-Off
The tendency to swing to the right is easily controlled with the rudder.
Some aileron may be needed to counteract torque once airborne.
Before retracting the undercarriage, apply the brakes to stop the wheels
rotating.
Climb initially at 120 knots IAS and raise the flaps at 300 ft AGL.
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Climbing
The speed for maximum rate of climb is 135 knots IAS from sea level to
16000 ft. but in warm climates it may be necessary to increase speed to
maintain temperatures in limits.
When carrying drop tanks the most comfortable climb speed is 155
knots IAS.

Stalling
Engine off stall speed is approximately 80 knots clean and 70 knots with
undercarriage and flaps down. This increases with external stores, including
radar, and aircraft mass. At the stall the nose and left wing tend to drop,
which is more pronounced with flaps down. Excess back pressure at the stall
can lead to the aircraft departing controlled flight, this may be irrecoverable.

Spinning
Deliberate spinning is prohibited and may be irrecoverable. In the event of an
inadvertent spin full opposite rudder and forward control column should affect
recovery. An IAS of 160 knots must be attained in the ensuing dive before
pulling out.

Aerobatics
The following entry speeds are recommended:
Loop

-

260-280 knots

Roll

-

180-220 knots

Half roll off the top of a loop

-

280-300 knots

Upward roll

-

300+ knots

Pre-Landing Checks
Speed

-

Below 175 knots
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Flaps

-

Cruising

Canopy

-

Open

Arrestor Hook

-

Down for deck landing

Speed

-

Reduce to 150 knots

Undercarriage

-

DOWN

Carb air

-

COLD

Propeller Speed

-

Fully forward

Fuel cock

-

MAIN TANK

Flaps

-

LAND when speed below 125 knots

Approach and Landing
Initial approach speed

-

90 – 95 knots

Final approach speed

-

85 – 90 knots

Deck landing

-

78 – 80 knots

Missed Approach
Throttle

-

+9lb/sq. in. Boost

Airspeed

-

90 knots

Undercarriage

-

UP

Climb at 100 knots and raise the flaps in stages above 300 ft AGL.

After Landing
Throttle

-

Set 1000 RPM

Magnetos

-

Test

Throttle

-

Idle

Cut-off

-

Pull fully out
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Operating Data
Engine Data
The principal limitations are as follows:
RPM

Boost
lb/sq.in.
+12 (+15)

-

-

Max Climbing – 2600
1 Hour Limit
Max Continuous 2400

+9

125

90

+7

105

90

Combat –
5 Minutes Limit

+12 (+15)

135

105

Max Take-Off

2750

2750

Coolant
Temp °C

Oil Temp °C

Figures in brackets for Griffon XII (Firefly FR.1 and NF.1)

Oil Pressure
Normal

-

60-80 lb/sq.in.

Minimum

-

45 lb/sq.in.

Min temp for take-off
Oil

-

+15°C

Coolant

-

+60°C

Max Speeds
Diving (flaps housed)

-

370 knots

Diving (flaps cruising)

-

250 knots

Lowering flaps to CRUISING or TAKE-OFF

-

175 knots

Flaps at TAKE-OFF

-

175 knots
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Flaps at or lowering to LANDING

-

125 knots

Undercarriage DOWN

-

155 knots

Maximum Performance
Climbing
The speed for maximum rate of climb is 135 knots IAS from sea level to 16000
ft, decreasing by 2 knots per 3000 ft above this. Change to higher gear when
boost in low gear has fallen to +5 lb/sq.in.
Combat
Change to high gear when the maximum obtainable boost in low gear is +8
lb/sq.in.

Maximum Range
To obtain maximum range fly at the highest obtainable boost (up to +7
lb/sq.in.) or full throttle and reduce RPM as required to maintain the
recommended speed. If at 1800 RPM, the recommended speed is exceeded
reduce boost accordingly.
At high altitude engage high gear if 155 knots IAS cannot be maintained in low
gear at 2400 RPM at full throttle.
The recommended speeds are:
155 knots IAS at high altitudes
175 knots IAS at low altitudes

Maximum Endurance
For maximum endurance fly at 150 knots IAS at 1800 RPM with the throttle
only open far enough to maintain this speed. Max range is ~690 NM on
internal fuel.
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Loading Gauge
The loading gauge allows rockets, bombs and external tanks to be loaded onto
the Firefly. With the FR.1 and NF.1 aircraft the radar pod, and/or pylon can
also be removed.
The gauge is accessed via shift+1, loading is only successful with the parking
brake on.

Reflector Gunsight
The F.1 is fitted with a reflector gunsight, the desired engagement range in
yards is set by the upper knob and the wingspan of the target in feet on the
lower know. This scales the ring appropriately such that when the targets
wings touch either side it is at the set range.

Gyro Gunsight
The FR.1 and NF.1 are fitted with a Gyro Gunsight that predicts the lag due to
the shells time of flight. The target’s wingspan is set on the knob on the front
of the sight. The range is adjusted so that the aircraft’s wings fit just inside the
ring of diamonds, the sight is now predicting the lag for the range the target is
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at. The range can be adjusted either by using the mouse wheel on the throttle
handle, or by using an axis for the airbrake control.

The Gyro Gunsight control on the left cockpit wall allows the brightness to be
set and the mode to be changed. The modes available are Fixed, which
displays the circle and dot seen above. Fixed and Gyro which displays the g
sensitive ring of diamonds and the circle and dot as in the above image. Gyro
which only shows the g sensitive ring of diamonds, and Night which shows the
ring of diamonds at a fixed range of 180 yards.

Weapons
The initial release features stand-alone 60lb rockets (RP) and 1000lb bombs
which can be fired or dropped from the aircraft and release an explosion effect
on impact.
For the F1 RP controls are on the left-hand cockpit wall and allow selection of
single or salvo shot (holding the trigger causes a RP to be launched every 0.5
seconds). Once the selection has been made lifting the ARM/SAFE switch on the
control column makes the final circuit and depressing the joystick trigger
(typically also the brake button) will fire the weapon.
Bomb controls are on the right-hand wall and consist of the bomb SAFE/ARM
and a fusing switch that currently play no role. Final firing is as for RP.
For the FR.1 and NF.1 the controls are similar except the aft left-hand switch
now controls RP or Bomb release and the forward one Single or Salvo. The righthand switches are redundant with final arming again via the control column.
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Radar
The Firefly FR.1 and NF.1 were equipped with an AN/APS-6 radar in a pod
beneath the fuselage. This can be removed via the loading gauge.

The radar display and controls are accessed via shift+4, the only controls
currently enabled are the OFF-RUN and RANGE knobs. The TILT knob indicates
the depression of the radar antenna to provide surface picture.
The display is in the B-scope format where range is on the Y-axis and bearing
on the X-axis. This has the effect of stretching out nearer returns in the X-axis,
a more typical PPI display can be obtained via shift+5.
In the above picture you can see the distortion of Chep Lap Kok airfield and the
two ships on the same bearing to the left of the aircraft appearing above each
other on the display.
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The AN/APS-6 swept 75° either side of the nose, due to limitations in P3D the
display only goes to 60°.

RADALT
The Firefly NF1 is fitted with a RADAR Altimeter, this consists of a dial on the
left-hand side of the instrument panel, a height limits knob forward of the trim
controls, and three lights on the right-hand coaming that indicate if you are
above (GREEN), at (AMBER), or below (RED) the height set. The RADALT power
switch is on the bottom left-hand corner of the dial and a range switch on the
top right corner. The selectable ranges are 0-400 ft and 0-4000 ft.

Magnetic Compass
A P-8 magnetic compass is fitted below the instrument panel. The desired
course can be set using the mouse wheel when the cursor is over the rim of
the glass. The course can be set to the current heading by clicking directly on
the glass.
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Cockpit Guide
F1 Port

RP Safe

Gun Sight

Landing Light

RP Salvo

Throttle Box

Flap Lever

Trim Control

Safety Catch
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F1 Main

Starter
Cartridge

Magnetos

Primer
Lights Dim
Lamp Dim

Tailhook
Jettison
Gear Lever
OAT
Cut Out

Fuel Cock

Tank Switch

Oil Pressure
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F1 Starboard
Bomb Safe
Fusing

Voltage
Floodlights
UV Lights
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FR1 and NF1 Port

RP/Bombs

Sight Mode

Gunsight

RADALT Limit
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FR1 and NF1 Forward
RADALT Power

RADALT Range

Height Warning

Sight Control
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FR1 and NF1 Port

RADAR
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